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Voltage-gated sodiumchannels (NaV) play a crucial role in development and propagation of action potentials in neurons andmuscle
cells. NaV1.7 channels take a special place in modern science since it is believed that they contribute to nerve hyperexcitability.
Mutations of the gene SCN9A, which codes the 𝛼 subunit of NaV1.7 channels, are associated with pain perception disorders
(primary erythermalgia, congenital analgesia, and paroxysmal pain disorder). It is considered that the SCN9A gene mutations
may cause variations in sensitivity to pain, from complete insensitivity to extreme sensitivity. Further research of the SCN9A gene
polymorphism influence on pain sensitivity is essential for the understanding of the pathophysiology of pain and the development
of the appropriate targeted pain treatment.

1. Introduction

Pain is the unpleasant physical or emotional feeling which
occurs due to current or threatening tissue damage. Surgical
stimulation is the most common predictable cause of pain
and the duty of anesthesiologist is to provide an adequate
amount of appropriate anesthetics in order to alleviate pain.
Researches indicate that mild to extreme sensation of pain
occurs in 30–70% of patients in postoperative period, which
indicates that the pain treatment is not yet adequately
developed. It is necessary to develop targeted pain therapy
in order to relieve the postoperative recovery and reduce the
total number of hospital days. Genetic researches enable the
discovery of mutations which cause pain disorders. Diseases
like primary erythromelalgia, paroxysmal pain disorder, and
congenital analgesia may serve as adequate research models
(Table 1). The causes of different pain perception in the
general population may be investigated on these disease
models. Targeting of the genes responsible for excessive
perception of painwill enable the development of the targeted
pain therapy and accurately determine the proper dosage [1].

2. Sodium Channel Structure and Function

Voltage-gated sodium channels (NaV) play a key role in
occurrence and propagation of action potentials in neurons
and muscle cells. They allow the increase of sodium perme-
ability through the cell membrane during the depolarisation
phase. Nine isoforms of NaV channels differ in amino acid
sequences and in a variety of physiological and pharmacolog-
ical properties. Their activation has three states: deactivated
(closed), activated (opened), and inactivated (closed) [1, 2].

NaV channels are large complexes of glycoproteins
responsible for the initial phase of action potential in excitable
cells. They consist of one 𝛼 subunit and one or more 𝛽
subunits. Subunit 𝛼 is a large transmembrane protein of
approximately 260 kDa with about 2000 amino acid residues.
It is built out of four homologous domains (DI–DIV) which
contain specific voltage sensors. Each homologous domain
is built out of six transmembrane segments (S1–S6). Four
domains conjoin inside the membrane and form a pore
permeable for sodium. Sodium passes through these pores
down the concentration gradient during the propagation of
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Table 1: Pain disorders and their characteristics.

Disorder IEM PEPD CIP
Inheritance AD AD AR
Channel function Increased Increased Absent

Symptoms Painful feet and hands (burning) as the
response to heat and movement

Burning in rectal, ocular, and mandibular
region, skin redness No pain feeling at all

Most frequent SNPs
F1449V, L858F, L858H A863P, S241T,
N395K, I136V, V1316A, G616R, G856D,

I848T, I234T, and F216S
M1627K S459X, I767X, W897X,

M899I, and M932L

action potential. Every 𝛼 subunit is associated with one or
more 𝛽 subunits (𝛽1–𝛽4) which represent transmembrane
proteins with one extracellular IgG loop and one intracellular
C end. This connection affects the total number of these
channels on the cell surface, the sensitivity to voltage changes,
the kinetics of 𝛼 subunits, and the connections with other
signaling molecules and cytoskeleton molecules. Mutations
of the genes which code the 𝛼 subunit created nine genes
in total during the evolution in mammals. These genes code
active channels and differ in tissue specificity and biophysical
properties. Mutation of these genes causes substitution of a
single amino acid and is associated with various diseases.
Some of them are pain sensitivity disorders, epilepsy, various
types of paralysis, ataxia, arrhythmia, muscle tissue diseases,
tremor, dystonia, and so forth. It is considered that they are
also responsible for some psychiatric diseases [3–6].

3. NaV1.7 Channels

Channels NaV1.7 are also called the voltage-gated sodium
channel type IV 𝛼 subunit. They are coded by the SCN9A
gene and are highly expressed in sensory neurons of the
dorsal roots, trigeminal ganglion, and sympathetic neurons
ganglia, mainly in the nociceptors [2]. They are built out of
1977 amino acids (approximately 225 kDa) [6].

Immunohistochemical studies have shown that NaV1.7
is also present on the distal neurite ends, close to the
impulse trigger zone. These channels show the possibility of
depolarization even on minor stimuli and their biophysical
function is to conduct stimuli which are below threshold.
They are characterized by slow inactivation and slow recovery
from inactivation. This allows them to answer to small
depolarization stimuli and to amplify generation potentials
on nerve endings. Scientists believe that the role of NaV1.7 is
to contribute to nerve hyperexcitability [2, 6–8].

4. The Genetic Basis of NaV1.7

SCN9A gene is coding the 𝛼 subunit of NaV1.7 and is
primarily expressed in neurons of the dorsal root ganglia,
sympathetic neurons ganglia, Swann cells, and neuroen-
docrine cells [9]. It is located on the 2q24.3 chromosome and
consists of 26 exons [6, 10].

Subunits 𝛼 are coded by the SCN1A-SCN5A and SCN8A-
SCN11A genes, while subunits 𝛽 are coded by the SCN1B-
SCN4B genes [6]. Channel activity and function are regulated

depending on which 𝛽 subunit is associated with the 𝛼
domain [3–5]. Researchers have shown that mutations in the
gene SCN9A are also associated with diseases whose base lies
in the disorders of pain perception. This includes primary
erythermalgia, congenital analgesia, and paroxysmal pain
disorder. According to this, scientists have concluded that the
SCN9A gene mutation can cause variations in the sensitivity
to pain from complete insensitivity to extreme sensitivity
[9].

5. Primary Erythermalgia and
SCN9A Gene Mutation

Primary (inherited) erythromelalgia (IEM) is an autoso-
mal dominant disease and represents a rare neurovascular
disorder. It is characterized by the appearance of extreme
neuropathic pain in the form of burning in the extremities
as the response to heat or movement. Most patients feel the
first symptoms in the early childhood (5-6 years); however,
in some families symptoms can appear not earlier than in the
old age. It is considered that the onset of symptoms depends
on gene splicing as well as mutual combination of exons [11].

This disorder is highly resistant to therapy. Cooling of
extremities relieves pain in the early stages; however, the
later stages of the disease require the use of anesthetics [11].
Two reports describe the partial relief of pain in the patients
with IEM using lidocaine and mexiletine [12, 13]. The other
study conducted by Legroux-Crespel et al. describes the relief
of pain in the patients with IEM with oral administration
of mexiletine [14, 15]. It has been shown that it comes to
the resistance to the anesthetic infusions after a while in
some patients, as well as the resistance to the anesthetic
creams (mexiletine, fentanyl, and lidocaine) [11]. Davis and
Sandoroni have shown that in the case of patients with IEM,
lidocaine relieves pain in only 55% of cases [13]. It is well
known that in the basis of IEM lies a genetic mutation.
However, there are numerous mutations which have to be
considered and a great number of researches have been
conducted with the aim of detecting the specific cause as well
as finding a targeted and effective disease treatment [16].

The genetic basis of IEM is found on the second chromo-
some as it was observed as the existence of recombinations
in the genetic region between D2S2370 and D2S1776, which
can be found on 2q31-32. Yang et al. have revealed the
connection between this syndrome and the 5.98cM region
on the chromosome 2q24.2-q24.3. Further sequencing on
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the selected candidate genes has defined the first missense
mutations on the SCN9A gene (I848T, L858F) [1, 6].

To date, 19 mutations associated with IEM have been
found, including 18 missense mutations which cause substi-
tution of one amino acid and one in-frame deletion.The pen-
etration of IEM mutations is almost 100% and they all move
the activation of NaV1.7 in the direction of hyperpolarization
and slow deactivation [6, 17]. The most important mutations
in current genetic research are F1449V, L858F, L858H A863P,
S241T, N395K, I136V, V1316A, G616R, G856D, I848T, I234T,
and F216S [4, 6, 11, 14, 16, 18–23].

Mutations I848T and L858H are located in the S4-S5
linker region of the domain II (DIIS4-S5) on the gene
SCN9A. The mutated channels have shown a few differences
in comparison with the wild type channel NaV1.7. Both
mutations shift the voltage dependence of activation. All of
the changes that have been found increase excitability of
spinal sensory neurons which express NaV1.7 [7]. Rush et
al. have demonstrated that the L858H mutation makes the
neurons of dorsal root ganglia (GDK) hyperexcitable, while
it makes the sympathetic ganglia neurons hypoexcitable [23].
Yang et al. have shown that there is also a mutation I848T
which is linked to IEM [1]. Cummins et al. have shown that
these mutations affect the biophysical properties on these
channels because both of these mutations cause a significant
shift of hyperpolarization in the V

1/2
channel activation [7].

F1449V and A853P mutations resulted in a lower threshold
of triggering the action potential in the GDK and in a
greater intensity of responses to stimuli compared to controls
[14].

Mutation N395K, located on the S6 segment of domain I,
is associated with a very serious form of IEM.Thementioned
mutation is located on the gene segment which is responsible
for the transcription of the locus which binds local anesthetic.
Therefore, it directly affects the interaction of local anesthetic
with the channel by reducing their sensitivity to the local
anesthetic. This has been proved on HEK293 cells. Mutation
F216S on the same gene was inserted in the HEK293 cell line
by transfection, but this mutation is (unlike previous) located
outside of the locus which binds local anesthetic. This has
proved that this mutation, unlike N395K, affects the voltage
dependent characteristics of the channel but does not affect
the interaction with local anesthetics. The explanation of this
phenomenon is that the channels with the mutation N395K
have a disturbed inactivation and this reduces the number of
channels which bind a local anesthetic (lidocaine in this case).
Other scientists explain this phenomenon by the fact that this
mutation impacts the direct interaction of lidocaine with the
channel in inactive state [16].

The effects of S241T mutations are reducing the time to
achieve the peak of action potential, slow deactivation, and an
increased sensitivity of the channels to low stimuli. Serine (S)
and threonine (T) are amino acids with similar biochemical
characteristics because of the presence of reactive OH group
in the side chains. Therefore, it is expected that the protein
will retain its basic function due to the substitution S241T.
However, Serine on the position 241 in S4-S5 linker region is a
potential place for the binding of phosphorus, which is a part
of a protein kinase C molecule. Ser-241 is highly conserved

residua in DI S4-S5 linker region in all of the membrane
channels of vertebrates. Any change in this residue, even with
a biochemically similar amino acid, causes changes in the
porosity of the channel and its function. Also, the side chain
of threonine is larger than the side chain of Serine and that
also has the effect on the changing of the channel function
[4].

Ahn et al. have identified the mutation on the SCN9A
gene, which results in the substitution of Isoleucine with
threonine (I234T). Cells with thismutation show a shift in the
voltage dependent activation, rapid reach of the peak, slower
deactivation, and an increased response to depolarization
[18].

Further researches continue in the group of patients
with IEM, in the group of patients with insufficient mani-
fested symptoms of IEM, and in the group of patients with
combined symptoms of IEM. In such patients the mutation
4894G>A, A1632T, on the gene for NaV1.7 has been observed
[17].

6. Paroxysmal Pain Disorder and Mutations
on the SCN9A Gene

Paroxysmal extreme pain disorder (PEPD) is a rare disorder
which is characterized with the episodes of pain in the form
of burning in rectal, ocular, andmandibular region associated
with autoimmunemanifestations in the form of skin redness.
It is described that the first symptoms of disease occur in the
neonatal period or in the early childhood and that they retain
through their lives [24].

All of the 10 known missense mutations of the NaV1.7
on the gene SCN9A which have impact on the occurrence
of PEPD cause the changes in channel closing (inactivation).
Reduced inactivation of these channels causes prolonged
action potential and repetitive firing. The most frequent
mutation is M1627K [2, 17, 25].

7. Congenital Analgesia and Mutations on
SCN9A Gene

Congenital insensitivity to pain (CIP) represents an
extremely rare disorder in which a person cannot feel the
pain. The genetic basis of this disorder also lies in the
mutations of the SCN9A gene [2]. Some of these mutations
are S459X, I767X, W897X, M899I, and M932L [10, 26–28].

Research conducted by Yuan et al. included the analysis
of the sequences of the candidate genes. Two heterozygous
mutations (M899I and M932L) in the gene SCN9A were
found and it is considered that they are responsible for
the onset of this disease. However, a recently discovered,
nonsynonymous polymorphism on one nucleotide (single
nucleotide polymorphism, SNP) c.3312G>T, inside of exon 16
of the gene SCN9A, results in theV1104L amino acid substitu-
tion in the humanNaV1.7.This SNP has been present in those
who have a decreased sensitivity to pain as well as in healthy
family members. Due to the fact that this SNP is present in
the genome of 6.5% of the healthy Chinese population, it is
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assumed that this mutation may be responsible for the varia-
tion in the sensitivity of pain in the general population [26].

8. Link between the Pain Perception Disorders
and Mutations on the Gene SCN9A

Mutation A1632T was found in the patients with a combina-
tion of symptoms that characterize both disorders, IEM and
PEPD. Eberhardt et al. have implemented the mutated DNA
(previously extracted from lymphocytes and epithelial cells of
oral mucosa) by transfection into the HEK 293 cells (human
embryonic kidney 293 cells) andprovoke theT/E/D/K/V sub-
stitutions of amino acids on the A1632 residue.They observed
the consequential effect on the conductivity of the cell
membrane. All the exons as well as the border parts between
the exons and introns on the SCN9A gene were amplified
by the PCR technique, using genetically specific intronic
primers. Mutations A1632D/E/K/T were implemented in the
splicing variants of the gene NaV1.7 and then the gene was
introduced by transfection into the HEK 293 cells. After
the establishment of the stable cell culture, which level of
action potential is needed to cause the cell excitation was
examined. Mutations T/D/E (substitution of alanine by thre-
onine/aspartame/glutamic acid) on the position 1632 cause a
significant shift of the fast inactivation, while the substitution
of alanine by valine and lysine does not modify the fast
inactivation.These data indicate that the size and the possible
conformation changes in the protein as well as mutation of
the gene may lead to the changes in the conduction of the
action potential and in the perception of pain [17].

Some mutations, like A1632E, change the function of
NaV1.7 channel. This is reflected in the combination of two
out of three previously mentioned syndromes. This suggests
that further research of the mutations on this gene could
answer the question: what intensity of pain do patients
actually feel in the presence of stimulation [2].

9. Application of Research in Anesthesiology

Studies conducted on the SCN9A gene indicate that the
changes in the NaV1.7 protein structure play the key role
in the occurrence of pain and suggest that the IEM, PEPD,
and CIP may serve as disease models for the future research
about appropriate targeted pain therapy [16]. It is evident that
patients responddifferently to current treatment strategies, so
it is almost impossible for the clinician to assume the reaction
of the individual and the specific dose to be applied. Drugs
that inhibit voltage-gated sodium channels are being used
in the treatment of pain, and this includes local anesthetics
and Nav-blocking anticonvulsants [29]. The importance of
Nav receptors in pain treatment is proved in studies [30, 31].
New drugs are being discovered, and they should be more
specific, since it has been proved that gene mutations have a
consequence of different level of drug-receptor binging [32].

Duan et al. investigated if the polymorphism 3312G>T
on the gene SCN9A is responsible for the intensity of
pain perception variability in the general population. The
study included patients of 20–70 years of age that were

subjected to pancreatectomy operations with general anes-
thesia (0.05mg/kg Midazolam, 2mg/kg Propofol, 0.5𝜇g/kg
Sufentanil, and 0.6mg/kg Rocuronium for the induction
of anesthesia, inhalation of 1% Sevoflurane, and infusion
of 0.2–0.4 𝜇g/kg/min Remifentanil, 6–10mg/kg/h Propofol,
and 0.2mg/kg Rocuronium for the maintenance of anes-
thesia). 40mg of parecoxib sodium and 2mg of tropisetron
hydrochloride were given intravenously fifteen minutes
before incision for the alleviation of postoperative pain and
prevention of postoperative nausea and vomiting. Immedi-
ately after surgery it has been enabled for patients to receive
0.5 𝜇g/mL Sufentanil and 5mg/mL Tramadol in controlled
infusion. It has been statistically proved that the patients
homozygous for the allele 3312G had a greater need for post-
operative analgesia than those who were heterozygous for
3312T allele. This research demonstrated that the reduction
in the sensitivity to postoperative pain is linked to SNP
SCN9A3312G>T. The patients carriers of the SCN9A3312T
allele had lower sensitivity to similar operative stimuli and
required a lower level of analgesia than those who carried the
3312G allele [9].

A comprehensive study conducted by Reimanna et al.
indicated the importance of the R1150W SNP on the SCN9A
gene for the increased pain perception in the patients with
osteoarthritis, patients after lumbar discectomy, amputees
with phantom pain, pain-assessed people with sciatica, and
patients with pancreatitis. Genotypisation proved that there
exists a significant correlation between greater pain percep-
tion andA allele, which is less common in general population.
The result was confirmed in a group of healthy women
who were exposed to noxious stimuli [33]. This result was
confirmed by Valdes et al. on the patients suffering from
osteoarthritis [34]. However, Holliday et al. have denied these
studies with the claims that this mutation is not connected
with the greater pain perception, and this was explained by
the fact that their sample was heterogenous. The authors also
point out that more comprehensive and more specific studies
are required in the future [35].

When it comes to the treatment of chronic pain, there
are demands which clinicians can rarely follow, because the
accurate target therapy based on genetic testing is needed.
Theile and Cummins have showed, based on the research
conducted on stably transfected human embrionic kidney
cells, that the most effective therapy in the case of IEM is
Lidocaine, Aspirin, Mexiletine, and Gabapentin, while, in the
case of PEPD, the most effective therapy is Carbamazepine,
Riluzole, Anandamide, and Lacosamide [36].

Drugs which block sodium channels, such as local anes-
thetics (Lidocaine), anticonvulsants (Carbamazepine, Pheny-
toin), and tricyclic antidepressants (Imipramine), were only
partially successful in the case of IEM. Mutations V1316A,
I848T, and I136V on the gene SCN9A showed a higher
resistance to Lidocaine when compared to wild type channels
in the experiment conducted by Wu et al. An alternative
to Lidocaine could be Mexiletine, since it showed more
efficiency than Lidocaine, especially in patients with I848T
mutation [6, 37]. It has also been shown that Mexiletine is
an adequate replacement for Lidocaine in the case of L858F
mutation [38].
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10. Conclusion

Treatment of pain disorders has not proved to be successful
in long-term application.Modern researches in pharmacoge-
nomics suggest that further understanding of NaV1.7 channel
function and pharmacology will be crucial for understanding
of the pathophysiology of pain and for the development
of the appropriate targeted pain treatment. Pain perception
disorders are very rare; however, the findings suggest that
there is a high possibility that the allelic differences in the
SCN9A gene affect the pain perception in general population.
Therefore, it will be possible to apply targeted therapy in
everyday clinical practice, especially in intensive care units, in
patients with normal pain threshold. In this way it would be
possible to facilitate postoperative course, to avoid unwanted
effects of pain treatment, and to reduce the number of
postoperative hospital days.
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